In this paper we introduce a method for finding a time independent Hamiltonian of a given Hamiltonian dynamical system by canonoid transformation of canonical momenta. We find a condition that the system should satisfy to have an equivalent time independent formulation. We study the example of a damped harmonic oscillator and give the new time independent Hamiltonian for it, which has the property of tending to the standard Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator as damping goes to zero.
Introduction
It is known that the Hamiltonian description of the Hamiltonian system is nonunique. Generally, one can change phase-space coordinates (q, p) and in some cases it is possible to find a Hamiltonian for these new coordinates. The best known class of such transformations is that of canonical transformations, which preserve Hamiltonian structure for all possible Hamiltonians ( [1] , [2] ). But there is also much a wider class of transformations, called canonoid, which preserve at least one Hamiltonian structure. The theory of canonoid transformations is frequently investigated in the context of the inverse problem of the calculus of variations ( [4] , [5] and references there). The general theory of time independent canonoid transformations can be found in [4] .
The main goal of this paper is to develop a method for finding a time independent
Hamiltonian for a given Hamiltonian system. The primary motivation for such investigation is provided by the quantization procedure, which naturally prefers time independent Hamiltonians. In [5] we find evidence that the canonoid transformations, providing equivalence of the systems in classical mechanics, may yield Hamiltonians which at the quantum level describe different systems. This intriguing property also encourages interest in canonoid transformations. One may also have some nonquantum reasons for finding a time independent (or generally equivalent) Hamiltonian, e.g. better insight into the symmetries of the system (via the Noether theorem for the Lagrangian picture of the new Hamiltonian) or benefits from knowledge of the particular integral of motion, which a time independent Hamiltonian obviously is. We restrict ourselves to transformations which do not change q, because we could have some physical (e.g. quantum) reasons for preserving configurational coordinates. (Without this restriction the problem could be trivial, as the transformation to coordinates of integrals of motion would yield the Hamiltonian constantly equal to zero). This kind of canonoid transformation sometimes is called a fouling transformation [6] .
The paper is organized as follows. First, (section 2) as an introduction, we present the theory of canonoid transformations preserving q. Then (section 3) we find additional relations which the transformation must satisfy in order to provide the transition to the phase space of the time independent Hamiltonian. We show that such a transition is not possible for all Hamiltonians, and we find an equation which is a necessary condition for the Hamiltonian system to have a time independent Hamiltonian. Finally (section 4), we test all of these methods on the damped harmonic oscillator. We find the time independent Hamiltonian for this system, which tends to the classical Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator as the damping goes to zero.
Canonoid transformations preserving q
Consider two Hamiltonian dynamical systems. One is described by coordinates (q, p, t) and the Hamiltonian H 0 (q, p, t), and the other is expressed by coordinates (q, π, t) and the Hamiltonian H(q, π, t). Let us also have the mappingp(q, p, t) between the momenta p and π, such that (q, p, t) → (q,p(q, p, t), t) is a diffeomorphism. We will call H 0 and H equivalent if each solution of the Hamilton equations for H 0 is also (by means ofp) a solution of the Hamilton equations for H and vice versa. One can easily check that if both Hamiltonians lead to unique solutions (in terms of initial conditions) then it is sufficient only to check the transition from H 0 to H. The equivalence condition for the inverse transformation is then automatically fullfiled (at least locally).
The Hamilton equations for H 0 read
, dp i dt .
These are our fundamental relations and we can treat them as the equations for the new Hamiltonian H and for the mappingp. We can easily transform them to the following form
and similarly
The above equations can be viewed as definitions for the derivatives of H|q=q
π=p(q,p,t)
. Such a definition could make sense if the integrability conditions
are fulfilled. This yields the following equations
, and we use the Lagrange bracket defined by
with summation over m. Let us remark that for one degree of freedom (one q and one p) equations (8a-8c) reduce to one relation
Equations (8a-8c) do not contain H and are linear with respect top, so they are markedly simpler then (3) and (4). Once (8a-8c) are solved with respect top we can use the solution to find H|q=q π=p(q,p,t)
.
Using the Poincaré lemma on the form defined by the right sides of (5) and (6) we can write H|q=q π=p(q,p,t)
where (q 0 , p 0 ) is some arbitrary point for which assumptions of the Poincaré lemma hold (the form we integrate must be well defined in a star-shaped neighborhood of (q 0 , p 0 ) for every moment of time t). To summarize this section let us write down a general scheme for finding the new Hamiltonian equivalent to H 0 , expressed by the same configurational coordinates q and some new momenta π.
• First one must solve the equations (8a-8c) to findp, i.e. a possible transformation of the momenta. • Using formula (11) one should find H|q=q π=p(q,p,t) .
• Finally, one must find the inverse functionp −1 and express the new Hamiltonian H as a function of (q, π, t). At each stage of the above procedure one can encounter some more or less serious computational difficulties. These could be: problems with determining integrals of the differential equations (8a-8c), nonelementary integrals arising in the Poincaré lemma, and/or difficulties with invertingp −1 (q, p, t) with respect to p.
The equations presented in this section are analogous to these in [4] , where canonoid transformations with dependence on q (but not on t) are studied.
Time independent Hamiltonian
We are going to find additional conditions under which the new Hamiltonian H appears to be time independent. First note that from the equalitỹ
one can obtain two useful relations. The first one is the well known formula for the derivatives of an inverse function
∂π m q=q π=p(q,p,t) 
But we want our new Hamiltonian to be time independent, so
= 0, and consequently
Then we compose the above expression withp
After using (14) we get
Let K be the inverse matrix of the matrix (b ij ) =
. (K exists unless there are constraints imposed on the velocitiesq). Then we can rewrite the derived formula in the final form
This is a linear equation forp that must be fulfilled together with (8a-8c) to lead to a time independent Hamiltonian. Analyze equation (4) and perform same procedure as before. First we go over to π, then we differentiate the result with respect to t and finally we come back to original momenta p. 
This formula and (14) lead us to the following expression
Now, after cancellations in groups indicated by the numbered braces, we may write
Finally, as
are elements of an invertible matrix, we get the main result
In this equation there is no H,p or π. Consequently we interpret it as a condition that H 0 should satisfy to have a time independent counterpart. Notice that for H 0 we can use any known Hamiltonian of the Hamiltonian dynamical system under consideration. Although it is not easy to show a wide class of systems satisfying condition (16), we can provide an example of a class of systems which do not meet this condition. These are systems described by the Hamiltonian H = p 2 2 + V (q, t), with nontrivial dependence of the potential V on t, ∂ 2 H ∂q i ∂t = 0 for some q i . In more physical language, we can describe the above systems as ones with time dependent forces derivable from the potential. Consequently, as (16) is a necessary condition, we claim that these systems cannot be transformed into the time independent form.
Examples

4.1p
is a solution to (8a-8c) for arbitrary f (q, t) and every H 0 . Integrating (11) around (q, p, t) we get
Then expressing the new Hamiltonian as a function of π and putting
we obtain
One quickly shows that such a transformation of the Hamiltonian corresponds to the standard ambiguity in the Lagrangian for a system (namely adding the term ∂f ∂q iq i + ∂f ∂t to the Lagrangian). Notice that this transformation is canonical because it holds for every Hamiltonian.
The damped harmonic oscillator
The damped harmonic oscillator is a commonly used system for testing theoretical ideas (see e.g. [8] -covering topics closely related to ours, or [9] and references there). Let us find a time independent Hamiltonian for it. We additionally want our new Hamiltonian to become the standard Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator
if there is no damping. There exists an example, given by Havas [7] , of the time independent Hamiltonian for a damped oscillator. But the Havas Hamiltonian yields quite a strange form in the case when β = 0.
First, we observe that every one-dimensional system with linear damping and other forces derivable from a potential V (q) admits a description in terms of the Hamiltonian
A simple calculation assures that it satisfies condition (16). To provide an explicit solution of equation (10) we must abandon the general case of an undefined potential V (q). From now on we pass to the harmonic case and use the Hamiltonian
which is time dependent but for β = 0 is exactly the Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator.
In our case the equation (15) becomes
The general solution to this equation is
where z = p s e −2βt and v(q, z) is an arbitrary (sufficiently smooth) function of two variables. Butp must also be a solution to (10) . If we put (19) into (10) we obtain, after some transformations, the following relation
where g(q, z) = ∂v ∂z
. The general solution to this equation is given by
where ψ is an arbitrary function. To prove this one observes that
are two independent integrals of the system of equations
From (21) and (19) 
In what follows we use the following notation: z, a, b)/B(a, b) is the regularized incomplete beta function, and integrating we get
Notice that there is a discontinuity in (25) for q = 0 and β = 0. This can be physically interpreted in the following way. For β = 0 the motion is described by some closed orbits in the phase space. But for β = 0 and for a time independent Hamiltonian this cannot occur. Indeed, it would imply that the system returns to the initial state (in terms of position and velocity) after some time, which is impossible in the damped case. On the other hand we have constructed the Hamiltonian (25) with the demand of tending to the standard Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator as damping goes to zero. A discontinuity at q = 0 seems to be the price which must be paid to bring together both of the above facts.
If we want to use the Hamiltonian (25) in the quantization procedure, we must somehow simplify it. In the case of small damping we can consider only the linear term in the power series expansion of H with respect to β. Some calculations lead to the following form of the "linearized" Hamiltonian (25):
Although this Hamiltonian still seems to be quite cumbersome for quantization purposes, it could be a starting point for further approximations. This analysis, however, is beyond the scope of this paper.
Conclusions
We have investigated a method for generating new Hamiltonians by, generally noncanonical, transformation of momenta. We have applied this method and found the condition (16) for the existence of a time independent Hamiltonian. We also have shown how to construct it. The ambiguity in Hamiltonians is especially intriguing in the quantum context. We have given the example of a damped oscillator and have found the new Hamiltonian for it.
